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Graphical abstract
Biodegradation of implanted gold in human tissue. TEM images reveal markedly biodegradation of
implanted gold and re-crystallization of dissolved gold as nanoparticle of different size, shape and crystallinity.
Highly crystalline icosahedral Au nanoparticle and the corresponding power spectrum are shown on top.
Background: Despite the importance of biodegradation for the durability of metal prosthesis and the
widely use of gold implants, there exist a lack of knowledge regarding the stability of pure gold in tissue.
Methods: We studied biodegradation of grids of pure gold, nickel, and copper as well as middle ear
prosthesis of gold, platinum or titanium. Metals were implanted into rat skin and humans. Dissolution and
re-crystallization process of the metals was analysed using SEM, TEM, power spectra as well as elemental
analysis by EDX and EELS/ESI.
Results: Biodegradation of gold was detected, presumably by solving and re-precipitation of gold
around implants. Gold cluster, nanoparticles, and mesostructures were detected, formed by dissolution
and re-crystallization process. This process results into a migration of gold into the farer off tissue. Cellular
filaments as biomolecular templates facilitate the formation of mesostructures. Loss of function of middle ear
prosthesis by biodegradation is caused by chronic inflammation and fibrosis. Indeed, similar processes were
detected with platinum, but in a very lower level.
Conclusion: Noble metal implants undergo biodegradation in oxidative environment in tissue. The
dissolution – recrystallization process can be explained by enzyme catalysed redox processes comprising
reactive oxygen species and reduction agents as ascorbic acid present in cells and body tissue. Enymes like
myeloperoxidase inside lysosomes of inflammatory cells produce hypochloride ions and H2O2 which can
dissolve the gold.
General significance: The crucial role of the specific chemical environments of gold implants in tissue for
their chemical stability and durability of function has been demonstrated. Due to widely use and importance of
gold implants, this finding is of general interes.
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Introduction
Biodegradation of metallic implants and biomaterials was
observed mostly of non-noble metals, such as titanium and
stainless steel [1,2-13]. Sometimes, a so-called metallose is
visible in the surrounding tissue after long-term insertion
of titanium plates for osteosynthesis or titanium staffs
for therapy of scoliosis of the back bone. Macroscopically,
metallose visible as a darkening of the skin [14]. Metallose of
tissue is related to a ine spread distribution of small particles
of metals or metal oxides [1,12-16]. The corresponding areas
show a black to grey-bluish colour, even if the implanted
metals were of silver or gold. In the past, we reported about
a young lady with a tattoo on her neck skin after a lush over
by lightning stroke which caused a partial evaporation of her
golden ornamental chain [1]. We detected gold particles in
her skin with sizes of 5 nm to 30 μm, and up to 2 mm deep
in the subcutaneous tissue. They were mostly incorporated
inside of phagocytic histiocytes, ibroblasts and foreign
multinucleated giant cells as shown by light microscopy
as well as Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The partial crystalline
nature of these gold deposits was proven by high power TEM
electron diffraction. In the case of the lady with the gold tattoo,
interestingly, a re-inspection of the material after one year of
deposition gave indications for the occurrence of a possible
biodegradation and re-crystallization of the gold alloy from
the jewellery chain.
Based on these preliminary indings, here, we study the
possible biodegradation of pure gold implants in the rat neck
skin after two months of insertion, as shown by Danscher,
et al. [14]. Furthermore, we compare the experimental
biodegradation of gold, nickel and copper grids as well as gold,
platinum and titanium middle ear prostheses in rats with that
of middle ear prostheses after long-term implantation into
patients. We will demonstrate that even the noble pure gold,
which is stable for long time in use for teeth implants in the
mouth can suffer a biodegradation in body tissue environment.
Additionally, we present results about the crystalline nature
of formed gold clusters. A hypothesis of the formation of these
gold nanoparticles by a dissolution and re-crystallization
process is given. These processes lead to a wide spread of
gold particles into the tissue around the implant and in part
far from the location of the gold implant causing in lammation
and ibrosis.

Material and Methods
Patient material
As already described [1], we studied a skin biopsy of a
24 years old lady, who had a tattoo around her neck after a
lightning stroke and lush over with partial evaporation of her
ornamental chain. As analysed by Energy Dispersive X Ray
Diffraction (EDX), Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)
and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS), this gold chain
was an alloy of 70% gold, 20% silver and 10% copper. The
Published: November 27, 2019

original gold chain was lost at the accident, unfortunately.
The biopsy was taken one year after tattooing. The tissue was
ixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
for 1h, washed in PBS, post ixed in 1% OsO4, dehydrated in
acetone and embedded in epoxy resin Araldite (Buchs, Swiss).
Gold samples
As a test material for gold biodegradation, we used pure
gold grids, normally used for preparation in the electron
microscopy (200 mesh, Plano, Germany). The purity of grids
was estimated as 100% gold by EDX (KEVEX) in a SEM (DSM
960 A, Zeiss, Germany). For comparison, copper and nickel
grids were used (200 mash, Plano, Germany). Furthermore,
middle ear prostheses for stapedioplasty and therapy of
partial deafness of gold, platinum or titanium (Smith and
Nephew Inc. Barlett, TN, USA) were implanted for comparison
of biodegradation under the neck skin of rats. More recently,
we used prostheses of the company Kunz (Heinz Kunz GmbH
Medizintechnik Dußlingen, Germany) for implantation in
patients. Additionally, we studied explanted prostheses and
the surrounding tissue in TEM and SEM.
Experimental animals
Twenty white male rats of an inbred strain (LEW 1W Strain
Karlsburg, Germany) with a start body weight of 200 g were
used for implantation experiments. The animals were bred in
the animal house of the Department of Pathology, University of
Rostock, and fed with rat standard diet and water ad libitum.
Implantation and explantation
The rats were anaesthetised by a combination of Ketanest
(Parke-Davis, Berlin, Germany) and Rompun (Bayer,
Leverkusen, Germany). The gold, nickel, and copper grids or
the gold, platinum, and titanium middle ear prostheses were
placed into a cut of skin behind the right ear into the subcutis.
The cut was closed by two or three stitches with an operation
needle and suture material. Two months after implantation,
the test materials were explanted from the tissue by a second
operation. The middle ear prostheses of patients were
explanted after failure of function by an operation under
anaesthesia in the Clinic and Policlinic for Ear, Nose and
Throat Disease of the University of Rostock, Germany. Out of
42 explants of patients, ife prostheses with the surrounding
tissue were studied by electron microscopy.
Preparation of tissue and ultrathin sections
The removed grids or prostheses with the surrounding
connective tissue were ixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in PBS
for one hour, washed in the same buffer and post ixed in 1
% OsO4 for 1h. The tissue with the included metal artefacts
was dehydrated in a graded series of acetone and embedded
in epoxy resin Araldite (Buchs, Switzerland). Semithin and
ultrathin sections were prepared with an ultramicrotome
Ultracut SWS (Leica) using a diamond knife (Diatome, Biel,
Switzerland). Semithin sections (0.5-1.5 μm) were used for
light microscopic studies in the polarizing mode after toluidine
blue staining.
https://www.heighpubs.org/jpra
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Electron microscopic studies
Transmission electron microscopy: Ultrathin sections
were studied after contrastation with uranyl acetate and
lead citrate or without contrastation in an 80 kV TEM (Zeiss
EM 902 A), 120 kV TEM (Zeiss Libra 120) or a 200 kV TEM
(Philips CM 200 FEG). High resolution TEM images were taken
with a Gatan SlowScan Camera. Power spectra of the images
were calculated with Gatan Digital Micrograph software.
Scanning electron microscopy: Middle ear prosthesis for
stapedioplasty and therapy of partial deafness were studies
before and after implantation/explantation in an SEM DSM
960 A (Zeiss, Germany).

in the matrix of the connective tissue. Gold precipitates are
accumulated inside of ibroblasts and histiocytes. Intracellular,
the gold nanoparticles are accumulated by phagocytosis
inside lysosomes and residual bodies (Figure 3). Whereas
the extra cellular precipitates and gold clusters are mostly of
globular shape, the intracellular gold accumulation is often of
elongated form, comma-like or pipe-shaped. This observation
might indicate already an in luence of bio-templating on
particle shape inside cells.

Elemental analysis
To estimate the elemental composition of implants or
to demonstrate elemental distribution, we used analytical
electron microscopy. In EM 902 A we used EELS with a
prismatic ilter, electrostatic mirror type Castaing/Ottismeyer,
a CCD camera (Proscan Germany), a Pentium computer with
EFTEM software package (Olympus SIS, Muenster, Germany).
In Libra 120 we used EELS analysis with an omega ilter and
a 2K CCD camera (Proscan Germany) or the EDX system
(EDAX). At the SEM DSM 960 A, we analysed the elemental
composition by EDX system (KEVEX).

Figure 1: TEM images gold deposits in a skin tissue macrophage (histiocyte) after
one year of a flush over and particular evaporation of an ornamental chain at the
neck of a young lady. Globular gold particles of different size (5 μm-5 nm) and barlike structures and tange-like tracks.

Results
Biodegradation investigation
Figure 1 shows gold deposites in a skin tissue macrophage
(histiocyte) after one year of a lush over and partial
evaporation of an ornamental chain at the neck of a young
lady, as published in [1]. Besides granular, globular gold
particles, longitudinal stick or bar-like structures and tanglelike tracks are observed. Detailed TEM inspection showed that
the stick or bar-like structure are hollow and resemble gold
nanotubes. The shape of these diverse structures remembers
of self-assembled nanostructures. The formation of such wellshaped and organized superstructures of nanoparticles seems
to be unlikely the direct result of the lush over.
Because the evaporated gold ornamental chain of the lady
was an alloy of gold, silver, and copper we studied the process of
possible biodegradation on pure gold grids after implantation
under the neck skin of rats. To prove the hypothesis that the
observed pattern of nanoparticle assemblies did not arose
primarily under evaporation by the lash over in the skin, but
occur by re-crystallization and re-arrangement of gold atoms
within the period of storage of gold within the cells under the
in luence of oxidation and reduction processes, we decided to
implant pure gold grids (instead of alloys). After two months
of depositing, the surrounded tissue of the explanted grids
shows amorphous gold clusters (globules) of about 5 to 10
nm size (Figure 2). They are located close to the metallic
surface, which is x-ray amorphous. Besides, gold precipitates
could also be detected in larger distances to the gold grid
Published: November 27, 2019

Figure 2: TEM image of the surrounding tissue of an explanted gold grid with gold
clusters and gold tracks in the neighbourhood of the implant.

Figure 3: Gold accumulation by intracellular precipitation in a tissue macrophage
(histiocyte) inside lysosomes and residual bodies; granular, globular, and elongated
forms, comma-like or pipe-shaped structures.
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For comparison non-noble copper and nickel grids were
implanted into two rats. After two months, the implants were
explanted. Whereas the copper grid was totally corroded
and resolved, the nickel grid was only partial degraded. The
tissue around the implants was macroscopically discoloured
and darkened. In TEM we found numerous ibroblasts and
histiocytes, which were full of lysosomes and residual bodies
with accumulation of heavy metals. In semi thin sections,
we observed numerous mast cells in close connection to the
nickel accumulated phagocytes and ibroblasts. After toluidine
blue staining of semi thin sections, the histamine producing
and storing mast cells were well visible as metachromatic
red coloured species as an indication of the allergic reaction
against nickel implant (pictures with nickel and copper grids
are not shown here).
In parallel, we investigated middle ear prostheses for
stapedioplasty, consisting of gold, platinum or titanium. Four
of such iligree gold prostheses and one platinum prosthesis
are shown in igure 4. The observed biodegradation of these
gold prostheses was comparable to that of the gold grids.
The accumulation of gold clusters in the connective tissue
matrix and phagocytes depends on the period of application.
Some implants operated well for more than ten years. The
accumulation of gold around the implants increases with
the duration of use. The loss of function of prostheses was
monitored for different metal species. (Clinical data, not
presented here). The gold prostheses seem to have a shorter
durability than titanium or platinum ones. We concluded that
faster biodegradation could induce an earlier and stronger
local chronic in lammation leading to a loss of function.
As found with implanted gold grids, the biodegradation of
gold prostheses was visible in TEM. The surrounding tissue
and the connective matrix contained precipitates of gold. There
was detectable a gradient of precipitated or accumulated gold
particle from the metallic surface into the surrounding tissue.
With increasing application time in tissue, gold precipitates are
more far displaced from the origin. Compared to titanium and
platinum, the biodegradation of gold implants was stronger.
Interestingly, the biodegradation of titanium prostheses was
low. However, we were able to detect also a biodegradation
of the noble platinum prostheses. The material purity of the
platinum prosthesis has been checked by EDX (Figure 5). The
EDX spectrum shows eight characteristic signals of platinum,
those con irms the high purity of the material. Other elements
could not be detected by EDX.
This high purity platinum prosthesis was implanted
into one rat for two months. Again after two months, the
surrounding tissue of the platinum prosthesis showed in
TEM very few electron dense precipitates in the connective
matrix and some granules, accumulated inside lysosomes
and residual bodies of histiocytes and ibroblasts as a sign
of phagocytosis of those precipitates. They are darker in the
element speci ic imaging (ESI) (Figure 6). In addition, EELS
spectra of the implant surrounding tissue have been recorded.
Published: November 27, 2019

Figure 4: Light microscopic image gold middle ear prostheses (top) and SEM
image of a platinum middle ear prosthesis with a Teflon shaft (bottom) before
implantation.

Figure 5: EDX spectrum of the platinum prosthesis (Fig.4) showing clearly 8
platinum specific peaks.

Figure 6: TEM image of electron dense precipitates in the connective matrix and
accumulation inside lysosomes and residual bodies of a histiocyte (left) and
element specific imaging; ESI, of platinum signals shown in blue after EELS (right).

Figure 7: EELS spectrum of electron dense material inside a lysosome (green)
showing the presence of platinum deposits. For comparison, the EELS of Pt
standard is shown (red).

https://www.heighpubs.org/jpra
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The appearance of the platinum speci ic signals in the EELS
spectra con irms dissolution and re-precipitation of platinum
from the implant (Figure 7). Hence, biodegradation of noble
metals in the tissue is not limited to gold. However, the degree
of biodegradation of platinum is much lower compared to gold.
The most stable metal implant was titanium. The formation of
a stable oxidized surface layer protects the titanium against
further chemical attack. Some of the titanium prostheses were
nitri ied at the surface by the company for a better chemical
resistance.

B

A

High resolution TEM investigation of nanoparticle
The metal cluster formed by biodegradation of gold grids
were studied in a 200 kV TEM. Ultrathin cuts of the gold grids
or middle ear prostheses were possibly by using a diamond
knife. Such very thin sections are transmitted by the 200 kV
electron beam and revealed a local ordered arrangement of
gold atoms in the polycrystalline gold grids and implant. The
short-range order in the crystallites is evidenced by the power
spectrum showing only some peaks (Figure 8a-c). The ultrathin
microtome cut of the gold grid allowed to image ablated round
shaped gold particles even located on the backside of the gold
section (Figure 9). The surface microstructure of the bulky
gold grid appears rather uneven facilitating chemical attack.
A part of the round shaped particles are inter grown. These
nanoparticles are polycrystalline with grain sizes of ca. 2.5 nm.
Apart from these round particles, a number of very
small gold nanoparticles were observed. The size of these
nanoparticles differs from some few nm to 20 nm. They show
different shape and atom packing. Some very small particles
are irregularly shaped. Probably, they resemble very early
stages of the particle growth like seeds (Figure 10). Others
are larger and round shaped. Additionally, a number of wellshaped decahedral-like or icosahedral particles are found
(Figure 10). The well resolved power spectrum reveals highly
ordered arrangement of the gold in the icosahedra (Figure
11). The icosahedra is the energetic most stable form of a
crystalline nanoparticle (Nano crystal).
Power spectra have been recorded for polycrystalline gold
and a couple of selected single nanoparticle (Figure 11). They
show different pattern con irming the crystalline nature of
these particles in contrast to amorphous particles. Well shaped
icosahedral crystals show well-resolved and more complex
patterns showing the high crystallinity and long-range
ordering of gold (Figure 11). For comparison, power spectra
of gold cluster have been calculated based on structural data
of gold. Indeed, they compare very well with experimental
results. These calculations con irm independently, that the
observed cluster really consists of pure metallic gold.

Discussion
The observed migration of gold particles due to dissolution
of implanted gold as well as re-precipitation of dissolved gold
into body tissues with structural reorganization of the gold
Published: November 27, 2019

C

Figure 8: HRTEM image of an ulthrathin section of the implanted polycrystalline
gold grid showing surface roughness (a), higher magnification showing
local ordered arrangement of gold atoms in the [1 1 0] orientation (b), and the
corresponding power spectrum (c).

Figure 9: Re-precipitation of gold nanoparticles in the neighbourhood of gold
implant by biodegradation of gold. Round shaped nanoparticles of 5- 20 nm size
shown in higher magnifications below in a 200 kV TEM.

Figure 10: Left: Icosahedral shape of a gold nanoparticle of ca. 5 nm size in the
neighbourhood of round shaped gold particles in 200 kV TEM.
Right TEM image of a decahedral-shaped gold globule with well orientated gold
atoms. Inlet shows the power spectrum of the particle. Crystallite size: ca. 15 nm.

particles into a verity of different shapes after comparatively
long periods of time is indeed a surprising and unexpected
phenomenon [17]. Danscher, et al. was the irst, who
reported the biodegradation of pure gold grids within animal
experiments. Apparently, this inding is in contradiction to
the general excepted knowledge of the chemical stability and
outstanding noble properties of gold. Pure gold is chemically
https://www.heighpubs.org/jpra
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strongly bound. They become reactive and undergo readily
dissolution by oxidative agents [23,24] and re-crystallize
again in the presence of reductive agents like citric acid and
ascorbic acid [25] into nanoparticle of different shape and
size. It is general known that adsorbing molecules, surfactants
and macromolecules, e.g. Oligopeptides, in luence the particle
size and shape and allow, in desired proportion, a shape and
size directed growth of gold nanocrystals and synthesis of
nanosized gold sols [25,26]. In body tissue re-crystallization
of dissolved gold or gold nanoparticles into new shaped
structures occurs in the presence of different reductive agents
and surfactants, biomolecules, micelles, vesicle and surfaces
like bio-membranes and related structures [27-30] explaining
the variety of formed particle and structures. As nanoparticles
are metastable, the dissolution and recrystallization or reprecipitation in tissue is a non-equilibrium process.

Figure 11: HRTEM images (left) and corresponding power spectra (right) of gold
globule with well orientated gold atoms in a less ordered gold globule (top) and
of an icosahedra-shaped gold nanoparticle (bottom) showing triangular surface
facets in the crystallite.

stable under acidic and alkaline conditions as well as against
solvents. So, this metal is used for long-time implantations in
the dental apparatus nearly without problems.
However, it must be taken into account, that strong
oxidative agents are able to dissolve even the noble gold
[18-20]. E.g., Gold is soluble in hypochlorite solution and in
oxidative acid, like “aqua regis,” a mixture of hydrochloric and
nitric acid. This is due to the formation of very reactive nitrosyl
chloride [21] and chlorine radicals in “status nascendi”.
Indeed, the body tissue is also an “aggressive” milieu for
implants. Hypochlorite, peroxides or hydroxyl radicals are
also present in the tissue provided by peroxidase enzymes in
lysosomes and peroxisomes. Additionally, a couple of reactive
oxygen species, including the notorious “free radicals” are
formed as a by-product of cellular respiration, which can
attack the gold. Complexing agents like Cl- anions can also form
stable mobile complexes with gold, which are able to migrate
through the body luid by diffusion. Thereby, dissolution of
gold is facilitated by shifting the chemical equilibrium [21].
Furthermore, impurities and alloying of gold with copper and
silver may decrease the chemical stability. So, corrosion of
gold coins and antique jewellery, of course over long periods of
time, is well known [22]. Reductive agents in the tissue reduce
the dissolved gold again leading to the observed precipitation
of gold nanoparticle.
Re-crystallized gold nanoparticles show a lower stability
than the bulky gold. The stability of gold particle changes
dramatically with the decrease of the particle size into the microand nano -scale. The ratio of surface to bulk atoms increases
markedly with lowering particle size. Surface atoms are less
Published: November 27, 2019

The surface of bio-membranes and ilaments such as
collagen ibres can act as biomolecular templates and direct
a linear or 2- and 3-dimensional alignment (non- globular
growth) of gold nanoparticle leading to the formation of above
reported mesostructures, as seen in the tattoo of the lady
skin after lush over and evaporation of her neck ornamental
chain. When colloidal nanoparticles are deposited from
solution on to a substrate, a wide variety of spontaneous nonequilibrium patterns can form. These include self-organized
structures such as isolated islands and wormlike domains,
continuous labyrinthine and network structures, viscous
ingering-like fractal structures, and micrometer-sized rings.
Both nucleation and growth and spinodal mechanisms are
responsible for many of these structures [31]. In contrast to
usual crystals, which are formed by three-dimensional, strictly
ordered periodical arrangement of atoms, these structures
(mesocrystals) are formed by highly parallel crystallisation
and controlled alignment of nanoparticle units [32].
The biodegradation of gold as well as of titanium and
platinum tissue has been investigated by implanting gold
grids and middle ear prosthesis in rats and humans. Markedly
dissolution of the pure gold and recrystallization of gold in
the neighbourhood of implants has been observed. Titanium
and platinum resisted better the biodegadation than gold.
Dissolved gold re-precipitated in form of round-shaped lessordered nanoparticles. The repeated dissolution-precipitation
process led to a migration of gold into the fare off tissue
and was connected with the in lammation and ibrosis of
the corresponding tissue. The repeated dissolution and recrystallization process of gold nanoparticle is also connected
with the formation of highly-ordered crystalline and wellshaped decahedral and icosahedral gold nanocrystals. They
are thermodynamic favoured because they are most stable
forms of nanoparticles at the “end stage”.
It is proposed that biodegradation of gold and other
recalcitrant metal implants in tissue is mainly due to enzymes
like myeloperoxidase inside lysosomes of in lammatory cells,
which produce hypochloride ions and hydrogen peroxide
https://www.heighpubs.org/jpra
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H2O2 which can dissolve the gold. Indeed, the tissue provides
all necessary conditions for the biodegradation of less pure or
shaped pure gold micro tools. This explains also the different
shape of re-crystallized gold particles in the connective tissue,
round or ellipsoid shaped and more complex structures in the
cells.
The observed stronger biodegradation of gold implants led
recently to a scarce implantation of gold middle ear prostheses
and other iligree implants for long-term administration
in patients (personal communication, U. Vick, T. Just). The
clinical evaluation of different metallic middle ear prostheses
was given by Vick, et al. [33-36].
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Highlights
• The stability of noble Au and Pt implants in rats and
humans has been investigated
• The Au undergoes markedly biodegradation as shown
by TEM leading to a decreased durability of Au implants
and side effects as in lammation and ibrosing
• Gold re-crystallizes as nanoparticles in the neighborhood
of the implant forming nanoparticles of different size
and shape
• During re-dissolution-re-crystallization Au anoparticles
migrate into the tissue and form high crystalline
decahedral and icosahedral particles
• Dissolution of gold is attributed to oxidative attack by
reactive oxygen species
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